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Code-aided Maximum-likelihood Ambiguity

Resolution Through Free-energy Minimization
Cédric Herzet,Member, IEEE, Kampol Woradit,Student Member, IEEE,

Henk Wymeersch,Member, IEEE, and Luc Vandendorpe,Fellow, IEEE

Abstract

In digital communication receivers, ambiguities in terms of timing and phase need to be resolved

prior to data detection. In the presence of powerful error-correcting codes, which operate in low sig-

nal to noise ratios (SNR), long training sequences are needed to achieve good performance. In this

contribution, we develop a new class of code-aided ambiguity resolution algorithms, which require no

training sequence and achieve good performance with reasonable complexity. In particular, we focus on

algorithms that compute the maximum-likelihood (ML) solution (exactly or in good approximation) with

a tractable complexity, using a factor-graph representation. The complexity of the proposed algorithm is

discussed, and reduced complexity variations, including stopping criteria and sequential implementation,

are developed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of timing and phase ambiguity resolution is encountered in most digital communication

receivers. Resolving such ambiguities is of major importance, since incorrect resolution usually leads to

the loss of the entire data packet. Conventional methods dealing with ambiguity resolution operate in

Data-aided (DA) mode, i.e., making use of pilot symbols to make a decision. We mention the contributions
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of Massey [1] and Luiet al. [2] on timing ambiguity resolution,1 and Cacciamaniet al. [3] on phase

ambiguity resolution, in which maximum-likelihood (ML) DAalgorithms are derived.

Since the advent of turbo codes [4], [5] in the 90’s, ambiguity resolution, and synchronization in

general, have become a quite challenging task: on the one hand, synchronizers have to face the extremely

low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at which these powerful codes operate; on the other hand, the very low

bit error rates achieved by such codes imply a high sensitivity to knowledge of the synchronization

parameters. In this context, conventional DA ambiguity-resolution methods may require a huge number

of pilots to properly synchronize the system, thus leading to an important waste in terms of spectral and

power efficiency.

In order to deal with this problem, so-called code-aided (CA) synchronization methods have been

proposed in the technical literature, seee.g., [6]–[22]. The idea of CA synchronization is to take benefit

from the knowledge of the code structure to improve the estimation quality. The algorithms dealing with

the estimation of the fractional part of the synchronization parameters are often referred to asturbo

synchronizers. In agreement with the turbo principle, these algorithms are based on the exchange of

some “soft” information between a synchronization and a detection device. We refer the reader to the

following contributions dealing with this problem [6]–[14].

Among CA ambiguity-resolution methods, one can distinguish between two main approaches: the

authors either propose ad-hoc algorithms based on the fact that some decoder metrics vary as a function

of the considered hypotheses [15]–[19], or place the CA ambiguity-resolution problem in the context of

maximum a posteriori (MAP) or ML estimation, [20]–[22]. In the latter class of algorithms, [20] modifies

the likelihood function by only keeping its largest term anddecides whether the current estimate is true

or not by a threshold decision on this modified likelihood function. Another approach is followed in

[21]: the authors place the MAP estimation problem into the framework of the expectation-maximization

(EM) algorithm [23]. Since the EM algorithm is not suited to discrete estimation problems, the authors

propose some judicious ad-hoc modifications which are shownto give very good results in practice. This

approach has been given a more rigorous justification in [24]. Finally, in [22] the authors make their

decision by maximizing a modified likelihood function, built by using the extrinsic probabilities delivered

by the decoder as symbol a priori probabilities.

In this paper, we place the ambiguity-resolution problem within the general framework of free-energy

minimization [25]. This approach allows for the tractable approximation of a probability by solving an

1Timing ambiguity resolution is often referred to as frame synchronization.
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optimization problem involving a (so-called) “free energy” cost function. Inference based on free-energy

minimization has already been considered in a number of contributions. In [26] and [27], the authors

considered the mean-field approximation of the Gibbs-Helmoltz free energy to estimate respectively the

carrier-phase offset and the channel impulse response. A similar approach was taken in [28], [29] for

devising OFDM and multi-user receivers with additional constraints (e.g., Gaussianity) on the sought

probabilities. Algorithms based on the minimization of theconstrained Bethe free energy have also been

proposed in the literature. We refer the reader to the following contributions [30]–[32].

In this paper, we propose a new ambiguity resolution method based on the minimization of the

constrained Bethe free energy of the system. When the factorgraph is cycle-free, the proposed method

computes theexact MAP (or ML) solution. Moreover, in such a case, the complexity is roughly half

the complexity of CA methods previously proposed in the literature. In order to further decrease the

complexity of the proposed CA ambiguity resolution method,we develop an early stopping rule, as well

as a sequential version. We illustrate the gain (both in terms of complexity and performance) with respect

to other existing methods.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the system model and state the CA

ML ambiguity-resolution problem. In Section III, we deriveand discuss a CA ML ambiguity-resolution

algorithm based on the minimization of the constrained Bethe free energy of the system. In Section IV,

we focus on the sequential implementation of the proposed CAML ambiguity-resolution method. Finally,

in Section V we illustrate the performance of our approach bysimulation results.

Notations: The notational conventions adopted in this paper are as follows. Italic indicates a scalar

quantity, as ina or A; boldface lowercase indicates a vector quantity, as ina; the kth element of vector

a is denotedak; capital normal and boldface letters respectively indicate random variables and vectors,

as inA andA; calligraphic letters represents the set of values that a random variable or vector can take

on: for exampleA is the set of possible values ofA; the estimate of a vectora is written â. |A| denotes

the number of elements inA. ‖ · ‖ is the ℓ2-norm of a vector. The probability of a random vectorA

evaluated ata is denotedpA(a). Finally, ∝ denotes equality up to a positive normalization factor.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System Model

We consider a digital communication scheme in which a sequence of information bits, sayu, has to

be transmitted through an AWGN channel. We assume that the sequence of information bits is protected

against channel disturbances by a rate-R error-correcting codeχ(·), mapping the information sequence
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onto a sequence of coded bitsx = χ(u). The coded bits are then mapped onto a constellation alphabet

Ω, leading to a sequence ofK complex symbolsa. The symbols are finally shaped by a unit-energy

root-raised cosine pulsec(t) with roll-off ζ, before being transmitted through the noisy channel. At the

receiver side, the baseband received signal may be expressed as

r̃(t) =
∑

k

ak c(t − kT − τ) ejθ + w̃(t), (1)

whereT is the symbol period,τ is the channel delay,θ is the carrier phase offset and̃w(t) is the envelope

of an additive white complex Gaussian noise with two-sided pass-band power spectral densityN0/2. The

received signal is passed through a low-pass filter with cut-off frequencyfc > (1+ζ)/2T and is sampled

at a rateT−1
s = 2fc:

r(lTs) =
∑

k

ak c(lTs − kT − τ)ejθ + w(lTs). (2)

It can be shown (seee.g.,[33]) that the noise samplesw(lTs) are independent complex-valued zero-mean

Gaussian variables with variance2N0/Ts. We definer as the vector stacking the observation samples

r(lTs).

Since the sampling period satisfies the Nyquist-Shannon condition, r is a sufficient statistic ofr(t).

Hence, we will consider the observation vectorr instead ofr(t) in all our subsequent derivations. Note

that this equivalence holds as long asl ranges from−∞ to +∞, i.e., r contains an infinite number of

samples. However, in practice, we can limit the size ofr to a finite number of elements, sayL, without

any significant loss of precision.

In general, the carrier phase offset and the channel delay may be broken up as follows

θ = kθ Ψ + ǫθ with −Ψ
2 ≤ ǫθ < Ψ

2 , (3)

τ = kτ T + ǫτ with −T
2 ≤ ǫτ < T

2 , (4)

wherekτ andkθ are integers, andΨ is the smallest angle of symmetry of constellationΩ. For example,

for phase shift keying (PSK) we haveΨ = 2π/|Ω| whereas for quadrature amplitude (QAM) constellation

Ψ = π/2. We can give the following interpretation tokτ and kθ: kτ is the integer number of symbol

periods in the overall channel delayτ ; kθ represents the sector of the complex plane in which the carrier

phase is located. In the sequel, we assume that the fractional timing and phase offset,i.e., respectively

ǫτ and ǫθ, can be properly estimated by means of conventional blind synchronizers [34], [35], so that
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they can be neglected2. Under this assumption, the only remaining unknown synchronization parameters

are kτ andkθ. These parameters are usually referred to astiming and phase ambiguities. For the sake

of notational convenience, we will stackkτ andkθ in a vectorb, which can take values in a setB. The

focus of this paper is on determiningb from r.

B. Data Detection and Ambiguity Resolution

The main goal of the receiver is to recover the information bits u. The observation vectorr is usually

processed in two steps:i) first, an estimatêb of the unknown synchronization parameters is computed;

ii) a decisionû about the transmitted sequence is made through a decision rule, given the estimatêb.

For example, one can make a decision about thekth bit by maximizing the corresponding marginal a

posteriori probability:

ûk = arg max
uk∈{0,1}

pUk|R,B(uk|r, b̂). (5)

In the remainder of this paper, we will refer to (5) as conditional MAP (CMAP) bit-decision rule. Despite

its suboptimality, CMAP has been shown to lead to outstanding performance, and CMAP-based receivers

have a long tradition in practical receivers [4], [5], [36].

As far as CMAP detection is concerned, the quality of the finalsequence decision depends on the

accuracy of the decision made aboutb̂. In practice, a failure in properly estimatingb leads to a wrong

decision aboutu with probability almost equal to 1. In this context a desirable feature for an estimator of

b is to minimize the probability of making a wrong decision about the parameter value. Given a decision

rule h(·): b̂ = h(r), the associated error probability is given by

Peb|h(·) = 1 −

∫

RL

pB|R(h(r)|r) pR(r) dr. (6)

From (6), it is clear that the decision rule that minimizes the probability of error is the MAP detector:

b̂ = arg max
b∈B

pB|R(b|r), (7)

whereB is the set of possible values ofb.

2Note that this assumption is not always satisfied in practicesince the estimation of the blind synchronizers is not perfect and

the synchronization parameters may be time-varying. The approach proposed in this paper can then be coupled with state-of-

the-art synchronization techniques dealing with the estimation of the residualǫθ, ǫτ . However, we do not consider this scenario

hereafter for the sake of keeping the presentation as simpleas possible.
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If no a priori side informationpB(b) is available, the MAP detector reduces to the ML detector:

b̂ = arg max
b∈B

pR|B(r|b). (8)

We will focus on ML detection, and note that the extension to MAP is straightforward. The ML criterion

is the core of a number of ambiguity-resolution methods proposed in the literature, such as [20]–[22]. In

these contributions, the ML solution is assumed to be intractable because the evaluation of the likelihood

function pR|B(r|b) requires a summation over all possible sequences,i.e.,

pR|B(r|b) =
∑

u∈U

pR,U|B(r,u|b). (9)

In this paper, we consider ML ambiguity resolution as afree-energyminimization problem and emphasize

that this problem can be solved by polynomial-time algorithms. In particular, using the sum-product

algorithm (SPA) we will show that, if the considered factor graph is cycle-free, theexactML solution

can be computed with a complexity lower than previously-proposed ambiguity-resolution methods. If the

factor graph contains cycles, the proposed method providesan approximation of the ML estimate with a

reasonable computational complexity.

III. A MBIGUITY RESOLUTION BASED ON FREE ENERGY M INIMIZATION

In this section, we show how ML ambiguity resolution methodscan be implemented3 within the

factor-graph (FG) framework and its associated sum-product algorithm (SPA). First, we briefly recall the

basics about FG representation and SPA message-update rules. This is followed by a short discussion,

linking the SPA to free-energy minimization. Then, we describe how the considered ML problem may

equivalently be regarded as afree-energyminimization problem and propose different expressions ofthe

constrained Bethe free energy which only depend on a subset of belief normalization factors. Finally, in

the last part of this section, we discuss the implementationand the complexity of the proposed algorithm.

A. Basics of Factor Graphs and the SPA

Let v1, v2, . . . , vN denote a collection of variables and letg(v1, v2, . . . , vN ) denote a global distribution

which may be factorized as

g(v1, v2, . . . , vN ) =
1

Z

M
∏

j=1

fj(vQj
), (10)

3Exactly or approximately, depending on whether the considered factor graph has cycles or not.
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wherevQj
are sets of elements from{v1, v2, . . . , vN} andZ =

∑

v1,...,vN
g(v1, v2, . . . , vN ) is a normal-

ization factor. In many applications we are interested in efficiently computing the marginal functions of

g(v1, v2, . . . , vN ):

g(vi) =
∑

∼{vi}

g(v1, v2, . . . , vN ), (11)

where the notation∼ {vi} denotes the summation over all the variablesexceptvi. The FG representation

and the associated SPA [37], [38] provide a general framework to efficiently solve this problem: an FG

is a bipartite graph that expresses the structure of the factorization (10). An FG has a variable vertex (or

node) for each variablevi, a factor node for each functionfj and an edge connecting variable nodevi

to factor nodefj if and only if vi is an argument offj. The SPA is an efficient procedure which enables

to compute (either exactly or approximately) the marginalsof the global function by passing messages

along the edges of the corresponding factor graph. Denotingby µvi→fj
(vi) the message sent from node

vi to nodefj and byµfj→vi
(vi) the message sent from nodefj to nodevi, the message computations

performed by the SPA may be expressed as follows:

µvi→fj
(vi) =

∏

z∈n(vi)\{j}

µfz→vi
(vi), (12)

µfj→vi
(vi) = κ−1

ji

∑

∼{vi}

(

fj(vQj
)

∏

z∈n(fj)\{i}

µvz→fj
(vz)

)

, (13)

wheren(q) denotes the set of the neighbor indices of nodeq andκji is an arbitrary positive constant.

When the FG is finite and cycle-free, the SPA can compute in a finite number of steps the exact

marginals of the function that the graph represents [37], [38]. These marginals are equal, up to a

normalization factorρi ,
∑

vi

∏

h∈n(vi)
µfh→vi

(vi), to the product of the messages entering each variable

node:

g(vi) = ρ−1
i

∏

h∈n(vi)

µfh→vi
(vi). (14)

It can also be shown that marginals ofvQj
can be obtained as

g(vQj
) = ρ−1

j fj(vQj
)

∏

i∈n(fj)

µvi→fj
(vi), (15)

whereρj ,
∑

vQj

fj(vQj
)

∏

i∈n(fj)
µvi→fj

(vi) is a normalization factor.
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When the FG has cycles, the SPA is not guaranteed to deliver the exact marginals, but only approxi-

mations thereof. We call the resulting solutions thebeliefs4:

bSPA
Qj

(vQj
) = ρ−1

j fj(vQj
)

∏

i∈n(fj)

µvi→fj
(vi), (16)

bSPA
i (vi) = ρ−1

i

∏

j∈n(vi)

µfj→vi
(vi). (17)

Note that, in the presence of cycles in the FG, the SPA becomesan iterative algorithm. The question

of its fixed points and its convergence will be discussed in the next section.

B. Free Energy Minimization

A new interpretation of the SPA was recently offered in [25].For a factorization as (10), we introduce

the Bethe free energy as

FBethe(
{

bQj

}

j
, {bi}i) = −

M
∑

j=1

∑

vQj

bQj
(vQj

) log fj(vQj
)

+

M
∑

j=1

∑

vQj

bQj
(vQj

) log bQj
(vQj

)

−

N
∑

i=1

(di − 1)
∑

vi

bi(vi) log bi(vi), (18)

wheredi denotes the degree of (i.e., the number of edges connected to) variable nodevi. Now, suppose

we try to minimize the Bethe free energy with respect to the functions
{

bQj

}

j
, {bi}i, subject to the

following normalization and consistency constraints

∑

vQj

bQj
(vQj

) = 1 ∀ j, (19)

∑

vi

b(vi) = 1 ∀ i, (20)

∑

∼{vi}

bQj
(vQj

) = bi(vi) ∀ j,∀ i ∈ Qj,∀ vi. (21)

It was then shown in [25] that the SPA, provided it converges,leads to beliefs (16)-(17) which are

stationary pointsof the constrained Bethe free energy. It was also shown that when the factor graph is

4The notation used for the beliefs in (16)-(17) should not be confused with the vector of synchronization parametersb.
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cycle-free, the minimized constrained Bethe free energy can be related toZ through:5

FBethe(
{

bSPA
Qj

}

j
,
{

bSPA
i

}

i
) = − log Z. (22)

When the FG contains cycles, the relation (22) no longer holds. However,FBethe(
{

bSPA
Qj

}

j
,
{

bSPA
i

}

i
)

can be interpreted as anapproximationof − log Z, just as the beliefs are interpreted as approximations of

the exact marginals. We will use this result in the next sections to derive new phase and timing ambiguity

resolution methods.

In [25], the authors also emphasize that the SPA is not ensured to converge for arbitrary FGs. In

particular, the beliefs computed by the SPA are neither ensured to satisfy (21) nor to monotonically

decrease the Bethe free energy throughout the iterations. Following this result, several variants of the

SPA, which are guaranteed to converge, have been proposed inthe literature, seee.g., [39]–[41]. The

results which will be derived in the rest of this paper also apply to these algorithms because their fixed

points are stationary points of the constrained Bethe free energy. However, for the sake of keeping the

discussion as simple as possible, we will only refer the SPA hereafter.

Before concluding this section, let us mention that the choice of theκji’s in (12) does not affect the

fixed points of the SPA [25]. However, a proper choice of theκji’s can greatly influence the convergence

of the SPA in cyclic FGs. We will see in the sequel that these factors also play an important role in the

efficient evaluation of the minimum Bethe free energy associated to the FG.

C. Ambiguity Resolution through Free-energy Minimization

In this section, we demonstrate how ML ambiguity resolutioncan be related to free-energy minimiza-

tion. Consider the joint distributionpU|R,B(u|r,b), the marginals of which are exactly those used in the

CMAP detector (5). We can rewrite this distribution as

pU|R,B(u|r,b) =
1

pR|B(r|b)
pU,R|B(u, r|b). (23)

Assuming we can factorizepU,R|B(u, r|b), we can make the following association between (10) and

(23):

pU|R,B(u|r,b) ↔ g(v1, v2, . . . , vN )

1

pR|B(r|b)
↔

1

Z

pU,R|B(u, r|b) ↔
∏

j

fj(vQj
).

5In this case, the Bethe free energy is also known as the Helmholtz-Gibbs free energy.
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Taking (22) into account, the ML ambiguity resolution problem can therefore be rewritten as:

b̂ = arg max
b∈B

log pR|B(r|b),

= arg max
b∈B

log Z,

= arg min
b∈B

FBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
).

The last transition is exact when the FG is cycle-free and approximate otherwise (see section III-B).

b
SPA|b
Qj

(uQj
) andb

SPA|b
i (ui) denote the beliefs obtained by the SPA afterconvergence6 when applied to

the FG ofpU,R|B(u, r|b). The notation(·|b) indicates that the beliefs are conditioned onb.

In the sequel, with a slight abuse of language we will refer tob̂ as the ML estimate in both the exact and

approximate cases. In practice this leads to the following technique to determineb: i) for every possible

value ofb, determine the minimal constrained Bethe free energyFBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
); ii) the

ML estimate ofb is the value which gives rise to the smallest minimal constrained Bethe free energy.

D. Alternative Expressions of the Bethe Free Energy

In the previous section, we emphasized the relation betweenthe ML ambiguity resolution problem

and the minimization of the Bethe free energy with respect tob. Unfortunately, a direct evaluation of

the Bethe free energy via (18) can often be cumbersome in terms of storage and computation. In this

section, we propose alternative expressions for the evaluation of FBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
) which

only require the evaluation of a subset of normalization factors ρi, ρj. These expressions are based on

the following results:

Proposition 3.1:Let ρj(b) and ρi(b) be the normalization factors associated to beliefsb
SPA|b
Qj

and

b
SPA|b
i . Then,

FBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
) =

−
M
∑

j=1

log ρj(b) +
N

∑

i=1

(di − 1) log ρi(b). (24)

�

6As mentioned in Section III-B, a stationary point of the Bethe free energy is achieved only if the SPA is at a fixed point. In

practice, convergence is often assumed when the variation of the (normalized) SPA messages drops below some threshold.
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Proposition 3.2: If j ∈ n(vi), then the following equality holds:

ρj(b)

ρi(b)
= κji. (25)

�

The proofs can be found in Appendices A and B. These propositions can somehow be regarded as

corollaries of the results proved in [25]. Proposition 3.1 provides an expression of the constrained Bethe

free energy which only depends on normalization factorsρj(b), ρi(b). Proposition 3.2 gives a connection

between the normalization factors of adjacent nodes. Note,on the one hand, that the relation between

these factors only depends on the constantsκji’s appearing in (12). On the other hand, these constants

can be set arbitrarily without affecting the fixed points of the SPA7. It is therefore tempting to try to

simplify (24) by assigning “well-chosen” values to theκji’s. We give hereafter two examples of such

simplifications:

• Constantκji’s: κji = κ is a constant∀i, j. If we set κ = 1, we have from (25) that all the

normalization factors are equal:

ρi(b) = ρj(b) , ρ(b) ∀i, j. (26)

This implies that

−FBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
) =

(M + N −

N
∑

i=1

di) log ρ(b). (27)

The Bethe free energy can therefore be evaluated by computing one normalization factor (instead

of M + N ). Note thatM + N = 1 +
∑

i di for any acyclic graph, and therefore (27) reduces to

−FBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
) = log ρ(b). (28)

• Constantκji’s on subtrees: we focus on the case of the FG comprising two componentsG1 and

G2, both of which are trees8. The graphsG1 andG2 are connected with one another throughNc

7Some care has however to be taken to ensure the convergence ofthe SPA. One can for example take a suitable cut of the

FG and normalize the messages crossing this cut to some value. See, for example, case 2 in Section III-E.

8The reasoning hereafter can be easily extended to FGs made upof more than 2 trees.
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(common) variable nodes, sayv1, . . . , vNc
. We can perform the SPA using

κji =















∑

vQj

fj(vQj
)

∏

z∈n(fj)\{i}

µvz→fj
(vz) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc}, ∀j ∈ n(vi)

1, otherwise.

This choice ofκji’s is equivalent to:i) normalizing to 1 the messages entering nodesv1, . . . , vNc
,

i.e.,

∑

vi

µfj→vi
(vi) = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc}, ∀j ∈ n(vi), (29)

ii) leaving all other messages unnormalized (κji = 1). From (25), all the normalization factors in

G1 andG2 are constant. Hence, there areNc +2 distinct normalization factors:ρG1
(b) for nodes in

G1, ρG2
(b) for nodes inG2 andρi(b) for vi’s with i ∈ {1, . . . , Nc}. Particularizing (24), we find

that

−FBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
) =

log ρG1
(b) + log ρG2

(b) −
Nc
∑

i=1

(di − 1) log ρi(b), (30)

which is computationally much more efficient than (24) for general FGs.

E. Implementation and Complexity

In the previous section, we emphasized that the minimum constrained Bethe free energy can be

evaluated from a subset of the belief normalization factors, seee.g, (27) and (30). This results can

be applied to the problem of phase and timing ambiguity resolution. We distinguish between three cases:

1) Acylic FGs: this case corresponds, for example, to BPSK transmissionswith convolutional error

correcting code. Since the FG is acyclic, the minimum Bethe free energy is equal topR|B(r|b).

From (28), it can be evaluated from the knowledge ofone (arbitrary) normalization factorρ(b)

if we setκji = 1 for all nodes in the FG. Note that the computation of one single normalization

factor only requires to evaluate the SPA messages inonedirection in the FG.

2) Cyclic FGs with Acyclic Subgraphs: this is the case of turbo decoders, where the FG of the two

constituent BCJR decoders are cycle-free and connected byNc information-bit nodes. It is very

tempting to apply (28) since it only requires the evaluationof one normalization factor. However,

(28) is based on the hypothesis that the messages are not renormalized through the SPA iterations

(i.e., κji = 1 ∀i, j). If the FG is cyclic, this approach usually fails for stability reasons: the SPA

messages converge to0 or ∞. Instead, the minimum Bethe free energy can be evaluated through
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(30), which implies a renormalization of the messages leaving the Nc connecting nodes. This

renormalization prevents the SPA messages from diverging to 0 or ∞ and the stability is therefore

ensured.

3) General FGs: when the FG does not have any particular structure, the Bethe free energy can be

evaluated by means of (24). This is for example the case of transmissions using LDPC codes.

It is interesting to relate the complexity of the proposed ambiguity resolution method to the complexity

of the CMAP receiver (5). First, note thatbSPA|b
i (ui) corresponds (exactly or approximately) to the

conditional a posteriori probabilitypUk|R,B(uk|r,b) considered in the CMAP receiver (5). With a slight

abuse of language, we will therefore associate the complexity of the (possibly approximate) CMAP

receiver to the task of computing beliefsb
SPA|b
i (ui) ∀ui ∈ {0, 1},∀i.

As mentioned in Section III-C, the beliefs computed by the SPA are also those minimizing the

constrained Bethe free energy. Therefore, the complexity of the proposed ambiguity-resolution methods

is at most equal to|B| times the complexity of the CMAP receiver.

In some cases (see Section III-D), the Bethe free energy can be evaluated from a subset of normalization

factors and the complexity can then be reduced. For example,in the cycle-free case only one normalization

factor is required to evaluate the Bethe free energy. We can thus save 50% of the computations9 since

the messages on each edge have only to be computed in one direction.

As a point of comparison, we can note that most CA ambiguity-resolution methods proposed so far in

the literature require one decoding operation per possiblevalue ofb. In particular, considering methods

applying to CMAP-based receivers (5), the ML-based approaches proposed in the literature, seee.g.,[19],

[21], exhibit a complexity equal to|B| times the complexity of one CMAP decoding operation. From our

previous reasoning, we come therefore to the conclusion that the proposed method has a computational

complexity equal or even lower (in the cycle-free case) thanthese methods.

Finally, we mention that the proposed ambiguity resolutionmethod can be implemented from the

matched-filter outputsy(b), where

yk(b) , Ts

∑

l

r(lTs) c(lTs − kT − kτT ) e−jkθΨ. (31)

9More precisely, the complexity of the ambiguity-resolution method is|B|
2

times the complexity of the CMAP-receiver since

the evaluation ofone normalization factor only requires to compute the SPA messages in one direction in the FG. However,

once the decision aboutb has been made, the evaluation of the beliefsb
SPA|b
i

(ui) requires to compute the SPA messages in

the other direction forb = b̂. The complexity of the overall receiver is therefore equal to |B|+1

2
times the complexity of the

CMAP-receiver.
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More particularly, we show in appendix C that

pR,U|B(r,u|b) ∝ γ(b) pY,U|B(y(b),u|b), (32)

where

γ(b) = exp

(

‖y(b)‖2

2N0

)

. (33)

Working with the matched-filter outputsy(b) instead ofr is usually more convenient for finding a nice

factorization of the objective function (10):i) the length ofy is Ts/T times the length ofr, which is

interesting sinceTs ≤ T ; ii) unlike r(lTs), yk(b) only depends ononesingle data symbol.

IV. SEQUENTIAL ML A MBIGUITY RESOLUTION

In the previous section, we proposed an SPA framework for theresolution of phase/timing ambiguity

problems by Bethe free-energy minimization. In this section, we propose a low-complexity version of

this method by computing the normalization factors from asubsetof the messages entering each node.

This approach is shown to have a nice sequential implementation when the FG has a chain structure.

This section is organized as follows. We first expose the sequential computation of approximate

likelihood functions in the case where the FG has a chain structure. Then, we elaborate on the choice

of a relevant stopping criterion. Finally, we briefly discuss the application of the proposed sequential

procedure to some cyclic FGs.

A. Sequential Approximated ML Solution

Consider a cycle-free FG made up ofN (cycle-free) sub-FGs. Assume moreover that the FG has a

chain structure as represented in Fig. 1. From our derivations in Section III we know that, ifκji = 1

∀i, j, pR|B(r|b) is equal to the normalization factor of any belief in the FG,i.e.,

pR|B(r|b) = ρi(b) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, (34)

where

ρi(b) =
∑

vi

∏

z∈n(vi)

µfz→vi
(vi). (35)

At nodevi, we consider the following pseudo likelihood function:

p
(i)
R|B(r|b) =

∑

vi

∏

z∈n−(vi)

µfz→vi
(vi). (36)
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sub-FG 1v0 v1 sub-FG i vi
. . . sub-FG

i + 1

. . .

Figure 1. FG well-suited to a sequential implementation of the ML criterion.

wheren−(vi) represents the set of the neighbors ofvi which are in sub-FGi. Then,p(i)
R|B(r|b) can be

regarded as an approximation ofp
R|B(r|b) where all the messages coming from the sub-FGi + 1 are

set to 1. The evaluation ofp(i)
R|B(r|b) is less complex than the one ofp

R|B(r|b) since only the messages

coming from sub-FGi need to be computed for the former. It is therefore very tempting to consider the

following approximate ML problem to reduce the complexity:

b̂(i) = arg max
b

p
(i)
R|B(r|b). (37)

In practice, the choice of a proper approximationp
(i)
R|B(r|b) is a tradeoff between accuracy and complexity.

On the one hand, it is clear that the complexity associated tothe evaluation ofp(i)
R|B(r|b) increases with

i. On the other hand, the quality of the approximationp
R|B(r|b) ≃ p

(i)
R|B(r|b) also improves withi: if

i = N we havep
R|B(r|b) = p

(N)
R|B(r|b) sincevN is the last node in the FG; on the contrary we have

p
(0)
R|B(r|b) = |B|−1 and is therefore a very poor approximation ofp

R|B(r|b).

It is important to note that the evaluation ofp
(i+1)
R|B (r|b) can be made with a limited number of

operations from the knowledge ofp(i)
R|B(r|b). Indeed, messagesµfz→vi+1

(vi+1), z ∈ n−(vi+1), can be

computed from messagesµfz→vi
(vi), z ∈ n−(vi) by applying the SPA on sub-FGi + 1. In other words,

all the operations made to evaluatep
(i)
R|B(r|b) can be reused in the evaluation ofp

(i+1)
R|B (r|b). We propose

therefore to following sequential procedure:

1) Initialize i = 0.

2) Solve (37).

3) If b̂(i) satisfies a stopping criterion, stop the computation; otherwise, seti = i + 1 and go to step

2.

The choice of the stopping criterion is discussed in the nextsection.
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B. The Stopping Criterion

In practice, we wish to stop the computation when the probability of making a wrong decision is

“low enough”. In other words, the confidence about the ambiguity should be large enough to enable

to recover (if possible) the performance of the perfectly synchronized system. DenotingFERperf the

frame-error rate achieved by the perfectly-synchronized system, this means, we want to find a decision

rule h(·) : b̂ = h(r) such that

Peb|h(·) ≪ FERperf , (38)

wherePeb|h(·) has been defined in (6). The idea behind (38) is as follows: if the probability of making a

wrong decision onb is much smaller thanFERperf , the synchronization operation will not significantly

degrades the performance achievable by the perfectly-synchronized system.

Condition (38) is satisfied if we find a decision ruleh(r) such that

1 − pB|R(h(r)|r) ≪ FERperf ∀ r. (39)

Therefore, a good stopping criterion for our sequential implementation would consist in stopping the

computation as soon as

1 − pB|R(b̂(i)|r) ≪ FERperf . (40)

This way, we are ensured to have a quality of decision not affecting the achievable frame-error-rate.

Unfortunately, (40) requires to compute probabilitypB|R(b|r) and is therefore not a very useful stopping

criterion in a sequential implementation. Instead, since anew estimate is computed at each step by

maximizingp
(i)
B|R(b|r) (or p

(i)
R|B(r|b) if the prior is uniform), we propose the following stopping criterion:

1 − p
(i)
B|R(b̂(i)|r) = 1 − max

b

p
(i)
B|R(b|r)

≪ FERperf . (41)

Of course, (41) does not necessarily imply (40). However, the validity of this stopping criterion will be

assessed by simulations in Section V.

C. Sequential Ambiguity Resolution on Cyclic FGs

The sequential ML approach appears quite appealing since itcan dramatically reduce the complexity of

the code-aided ambiguity-resolution method. As mentionedin Section IV-A, its implementation however

requires that the considered FG has a chain structure. This is for example the case for convolutionally-

coded transmissions, seee.g., [37]. On the contrary, the FGs associated to turbo-coded or LDPC-coded
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transmissions contain a lot of cycles. In such cases, the implementation of the sequential algorithm is in

principle not possible due to the non-sequential structureof the FG.

In some situations, it is however possible to recover a sequential structure by making some additional

approximations. For example, in the case of a turbo-coded transmission, we can decide to apply the

sequential algorithm on one of the two constituent decoders. Of course, taking this approach, we are no

longer solving the initial free-energy minimization problem but rather an approximation of it. However,

considering this approximated problem may turn out to be sufficient to solve the ambiguity problem and

has the advantage to dramatically reduce the computationalcomplexity. We will illustrate this approach

by simulation in the next section.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the BER performance of the data-aided (DA) [1]–[3], the expectation-maximization

(EM) [21], and the free energy minimization (FE) algorithmsare evaluated and compared to that of the

perfect synchronization,i.e., to the case where the decoder knows perfectly timing and phase ambiguities.

We consider the cases of convolutionally-coded and turbo-coded transmissions.

A. Convolutional Codes

We first study the performance of the proposed ambiguity-resolution algorithm in the case of a

convolutionally-coded BPSK transmission. The FG corresponding to this type of code is cycle-free and

periodic. The FE algorithm implements therefore the exact MAP criterion. Moreover, the periodicity of

the FG allows for the implementation of the sequential approach described in section IV.

We consider a rate-1
3 systematic convolutional code with encoding polynomial (21,37). The length of

the coded sequence is set to 128. We use (28) to evaluate the a posteriori probability of the synchronization

parameters,i.e., only one normalization factor is needed. The timing and phase ambiguity resolutions are

treated separately. We consider three possible timing ambiguities (namelykτ ∈ {0, 1, 2}). Since BPSK

modulation is used, phase ambiguity can take on two values,i.e., kθ ∈ {0, 1}.

Fig. 2 represents the probability of wrong synchronizationachieved by the EM and FE algorithms. We

can notice that FE exhibits the best performance. Indeed, since the considered system has a cycle-free FG

representation, the proposed Bethe-free energy algorithmreduces to MAP estimation which is optimal in

terms of minimization of the probability of wrong synchronization. Note moreover that the complexity of

the FE algorithm is half the one of the EM algorithm (see section III-E) since the a posteriori probability

of the synchronization parameters can be efficiently evaluated via (28).
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We can also notice a significant difference between the performance achieved for PAR and TAR. Since

we are implementing the optimal MAP receiver, the degradation of the performance for TAR is only due

to the code structure. In other words, given the considered code, no ambiguity-resolution algorithms can

perform better than the proposed FE algorithm. It is worth noticing that some codes are badly suited to the

resolution of ambiguities. For example, a linear code whichcontains the “all-one” word in its codebook

can never resolve phase ambiguities for a BPSK transmission: flipping all the bits of a codeword still leads

to a valid codeword. In the same way, a rate-1
n

convolutional code can never resolve timing ambiguities

which are multiple ofnT . The latter problem can be circumvent by interleaving the coded bits. Indeed, the

presence of the interleaver breaks the “periodicity” of thecode and allows therefore for timing ambiguity

resolution. The curves labeled “TAR & interleaver” in Fig. 2illustrates this effect: one can observe that

the TAR can be properly resolved when using an interleaver atthe output of the coder.

Fig. 3 represents the BER achieved by the system synchronized by the EM and FE algorithms. In

the case of PAR, we note that the quality of synchronization is sufficiently high to recover the same

BER as that of the perfectly-synchronized system. For TAR, the recovery of the BER of the perfectly-

synchronized system requires the use of an interleaver at the output of the coder. The BER achieved by

the system synchronized by the sequential FE algorithm described in Section IV is also represented. We

note that the sequential approach does not lead to any significant degradation of the BER with respect

to the standard FE algorithm.

The computational savings allowed by the sequential approach is illustrated in Fig. 4. The curves

represent the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the decoding stagei at which the sequential

FE algorithm makes its final decision. Three different values of ES/N0 are considered. We see that

the number of decoding stages decreases when the SNR increases. In the case of PAR, the sequential

approach has to run until the end of the trellis for most of therealizations whenES/N0 = −6dB. On

the other hand, the number of decoding stages never exceed 20whenES/N0 = 4dB. We note similar

results in the case of TAR (with interleaving).

B. Turbo Codes

We consider a rate-1
3 BPSK turbo code with encoding polynomial (21,37) for the constituent con-

volutional codes. Timing and phase ambiguity resolutions are treated separately. The possible timing

ambiguities (resp. phase ambiguities) include 0, 1 and 2 (resp. 0 and 1). The decoder stops decoding

after 5 turbo iterations. The timing and phase ambiguities are estimated by using the expression of the

Bethe free energy stated in (30). We consider the case of datawords of length 128 and 512.
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Fig. 5, 6 and 7 represent the performance achieved by different ambiguity resolution methods (DA,

EM, FE) for codewords of length equal to 128. In Fig. 5, the data-aided algorithm is evaluated at a pilot

length of 10, 30 and 60. For the timing ambiguity resolution,the performance is obviously better when

the pilot length increases. For the phase ambiguity resolution, increasing the pilot length from 30 to 60

yields worse performance because theES/N0 compensation for the longer pilot sequence outweighs the

better accuracy. It can be observed that timing ambiguity resolution requires a longer pilot length than

phase ambiguity resolution to obtain performance close to the perfect synchronization.

In Fig. 6, the EM algorithm is evaluated by making a decision at decoder 1 or at decoder 2 after one

turbo iteration. The EM algorithm performs close to the perfect synchronization for both timing and phase

ambiguity resolutions when the decision is made at decoder 2. There is a performance loss of 1 dB when

the decision is made at decoder 1 for phase ambiguity resolution. For TAR, making a decision at decoder

1 yields poor performance. This can be explained by the periodicity of the code trellis: shifting byn

bits the output of a rate-1
n

convolutional encoder still leads to a valid codeword. Therefore, in the limit

of an infinite sequence10, timing ambiguities multiple ofnT cannot be resolved for rate-1
n

convolutional

codes byany ambiguity resolution method. The presence of the interleaver between the two constituent

decoders breaks the code symmetry. This explains the improvement of the performance when the decision

is made at the second decoder.

In Fig. 7, the Bethe free-energy minimization algorithm (see Section IV) is evaluated by making a

decision at decoder 1 or at decoder 2 after one turbo iteration. The decision at decoder 1 only considers

the SPA messages in the FG of the first convolutional code and computes the corresponding Bethe free

energy with (28). The decision at decoder 2 is based on (30) and therefore exploits the messages from

the two convolutional decoders. A sequential version of thealgorithm is implemented as follows. For

PAR, the sequential algorithm described in section IV is applied to the first convolutional decoder only.

In the case of TAR, the sequential procedure is applied to thesecond convolutional decoder by taking

the extrinsic probabilities computed by the first one into account.

We can make the following observations. Regarding PAR, the performance difference between the

phase ambiguity resolution at decoder 1 and at decoder 2 is not significant. The performance achieved by

the proposed approach is similar to that of the EM approach. On the other hand, TAR at the first decoder

suffers from the same problem as EM: it cannot properly recover the timing ambiguity by exploiting

the code structure of the convolutional code. When decisionat decoder 2 is considered, we observe an

10The borders of the trellis break the periodicity and allows therefore for the resolution of some part of the ambiguity.
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improvement of the BER with respect to EM. In particular, unlike EM, the proposed approach almost

recovers the performance of the perfectly synchronized system for ES/N0 ≥ −1dB.

We can also note the good behavior of the sequential approaches: the degradation with respect to the

non-sequential procedure remains limited while the computational complexity of the ambiguity-resolution

method decreases. In order to quantify this saving, Fig. 8 represents the CDF of the decoding stage at

which the sequential FE algorithm makes its final decision. The synchronization decision is done obviously

earlier as SNR increases. In particular, considering the caseES/N0 = 0dB for PAR (resp. TAR) we see

that the final decision never exceeds 30 (resp. 60) trellis transitions.

Fig. 9 and 10 show respectively the BER performance achievedby EM and the proposed method

when the length of the coded sequence is equal to 512. We observe that increasing the length of the

codeword improves the effectiveness of the ambiguity resolution methods. The FE algorithm can recover

the performance of the perfectly synchronized system. The EM algorithm also improves the performance

but exhibits a slight degradation with respect to the perfectly-synchronized system at intermediate SNR

for PAR. The sequential approach only leads to a negligible degradation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a new class of code-aided ambiguity resolution algorithms, based on the connection

between ML estimation, factor graphs, and free-energy minimization. This new class of algorithms can

achieve good performance at a reasonable complexity cost, without relying on training sequences. We

have also put forth a number of variations of these algorithms that are able to exploit the special structure

in the underlying factor graph to reduce the computational complexity.

APPENDIX A

In this appendix, we give a proof of (24). Plugging the expressions (16)-(17) ofbSPA|b
Qj

(vQj
) and

b
SPA|b
i (vi) into the definition of the Bethe free energy (18), we obtain

−FBethe(
{

b
SPA|b
Qj

}

j
,
{

b
SPA|b
i

}

i
) =

M
∑

j=1

log ρj(b) −

N
∑

i=1

(di − 1) log ρi(b)

−
M
∑

j=1

∑

vQj

b
SPA|b
Qj

(vQj
)

∑

i∈n(fj)

log µvi→fj
(vi)

+

N
∑

i=1

(di − 1)
∑

vi

b
SPA|b
i (vi)

∑

j∈n(vi)

log µfj→vi
(vi). (42)
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Let us show that the last two terms cancel out. First note that
∑

∼{vi}
b
SPA|b
Qj

(vQj
) = b

SPA|b
i (vi) from

(21). Therefore,

M
∑

j=1

∑

vQj

b
SPA|b
Qj

(vQj
)

∑

i∈n(fj)

log µvi→fj
(vi)

=

M
∑

j=1

∑

i∈n(fj)

∑

vi

b
SPA|b
i (vi) log µvi→fj

(vi). (43)

In addition, we have that
∑M

j=1

∑

i∈n(fj)
is equal to

∑N
i=1

∑

j∈n(vi)
since both summations are equivalent

to counting all the edges of the FG. Finally, taking (12) intoaccount, we have

M
∑

j=1

∑

vQj

b
SPA|b
Qj

(vQj
)

∑

i∈n(fj)

log µvi→fj
(vi)

=

N
∑

i=1

∑

j∈n(vi)

(di − 1)
∑

vi

b
SPA|b
i (vi) log µfj→vi

(vi), (44)

and therefore, the last two terms in (42) cancel out.

APPENDIX B

In this appendix, we give a proof of (25). Assume that (12)-(13) holds at every node in the FG. Using

(16), we have for any factor nodefj:

ρj(b) =
∑

vQj

fj(vQj
)

∏

z∈n(fj)

µvz→fj
(vz)

=
∑

vi

µvi→fj
(vi)

∑

∼{vi}

fj(vQj
)

∏

z∈n(fj)\{i}

µvz→fj
(vz)

= κji

∑

vi

µvi→fj
(vi)µfj→vi

(vi), (45)

where the last equality follows from (13). On the other hand,from (17) we have for any nodevi and

any j ∈ n(vi):

ρi(b) =
∑

vi

∏

z∈n(vi)

µfz→vi
(vi)

=
∑

vi

µfj→vi
(vi)

∏

z∈n(vi)\{j}

µfz→vi
(vi)

=
∑

vi

µvi→fj
(vi)µfj→vi

(vi), (46)

where the last equality follows from (12). Comparing (45) and (46), we finally obtain (25).
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APPENDIX C

In this appendix, we show that

pR,U|B(r,u|b) ∝ γ(b) pY,U|B(y(b),u|b), (47)

whereγ(b) is defined in (33) and∝ denotes equality up to a factor independent ofb.

We first note that11

pR,U|B(r,u|b) ,
∑

a,x

pR,A,X,U|B(r,a,x,u|b)

=
∑

a,x

pR|A,B(r|a,b)pA,X,U(a,x,u),

and

pY,U|B(y,u|b) ,
∑

a,x

pY,A,X,U|B(y,a,x,u|b)

=
∑

a,x

pY|A,B(y|a,b)pA,X,U(a,x,u),

where

pY|A,B(y|a,b) =

(

1

2N0

)K

exp
{

−
‖y − a‖2

2N0

}

,

is the distribution of the matched-filter outputs givena andb.

Therefore, (47) is proved if we show that

pR|A,B(r|a,b) ∝ γ(b) pY|A,B(y(b)|a,b). (48)

Now, due to the Gaussian nature of the noise affecting the observation samplesr(lTs), we have

pR|A,B(r|a,b) ∝

exp
{2ℜ{

∑

k a∗kTs

∑

l r(lTs)c(lTs − kT − kτT ) e−jkθΨ}

2N0

}

× exp
{

−
Ts ‖r‖

2

2N0

}

exp
{

−
‖a‖2

2N0

}

, (49)

where we used the fact that

Ts

∑

l

c(lTs − kT − kτT )c(lTs − k′T − kτT ) = δ(k − k′), (50)

by definition of root-raised cosine filters [33].

11We remind the reader thatx stands for the sequence of coded bits.
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Sinceexp{−Ts ‖r‖2

2N0
} does not depend onb, we can drop it. On the other hand, using the definition

of the matched-filter output (31) and completing the square in (49), we have

pR|A,B(r|a,b) ∝ exp
{‖y(b)‖2

2N0

}

exp
{

−
‖y(b) − a‖2

2N0

}

. (51)

Comparing (51) to (48), we obtain the result.
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Figure 3. BER comparison between perfect synchronization and timing ambiguity resolution (TAR) or phase ambiguity

resolution (PAR) algorithms for a convolutionally-coded transmission.
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convolutionally-coded transmission.
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Figure 6. BER comparison between perfect synchronization and timing ambiguity resolution (TAR) or phase ambiguity

resolution (PAR) with expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm making decision at decoder 1 or at decoder 2. The lengthof

the coded sequence is 128.
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resolution (PAR) with the free energy minimization (FE) algorithm making decision at decoder 1 or at decoder 2. The length

of the coded sequence is 128.
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decision at decoder 1 for phase ambiguity resolution (PAR) and at decoder 2 for timing ambiguity resolution (TAR). The length

of the coded sequence is 128.
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Figure 9. BER comparison between perfect synchronization and timing ambiguity resolution (TAR) or phase ambiguity

resolution (PAR) with expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm making decision at decoder 1 or at decoder 2. The lengthof

the coded sequence is 512.
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Figure 10. BER comparison between perfect synchronizationand timing ambiguity resolution (TAR) or phase ambiguity

resolution (PAR) with the free energy minimization (FE) algorithm making decision at decoder 1 or at decoder 2. The length

of the coded sequence is 512.
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